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Combining cat breeds, behavior, and training tips in one easy volume, The Complete Cat Breed

Book is an essential reference to the basics of choosing and looking after a cat. Packed with

practical advice on cat maintenance, from handling and grooming to nutrition, exercise, and health,

current and prospective cat owners will discover the best cat breed for their lifestyle. Including

charts and a photographed catalog of more than fifty cat breeds, each profile outlining the breed's

history, appearance, and temperament, as well as coat color variations and breed-specific facts, this

is the perfect guide for anyone wanting to raise and nurture a contented cat.
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There are, in my opinion, two kinds of cat books. There are the kind for people who want to breed

and show them, and books for people who just love these little creatures and want to know how best

to care for them. This beautifully photographed book covers breeds from the familiar (the Shorthair

house cat) to the exotic (Peterbald or Donskoy, anyone?) There is an emphasis on health and care,

with a lot of thought to the animals' personality. There are sections on feeding, socializing your cat,

inherited disorders, training your cat. Everything lovers of cats need to keep their babies healthy and

happy. I love this book.

This book is very much loved by my cat crazy daughter. She is almost 7, but reads 3-4th grade

level, so she reads out loud from it all the time (hoping I'd get her a cat). Plenty of pictures and

writings are good.



I was delightfully surprised at all the information contained in this book. Not only are the various

breeds shown in lovely colored pictures, there is valuable information as to the health and

idiosyncrasies of each breed. There is a section for American shorthairs and longhair non pedigree

cats too. There is information on how to care for your cat when well or sick. I really like this book

very much. I would recommend it for anyone who wants to know more about cats and how to take

care of cats.

It's perfect for my 8 yrs old cat lover she received for her bday it's fall and loves it ! Has a lot of

breeds I recommend this book along with the learn to draw cats and kitten book. It pairs perfectly

with this book like a match made in heaven lol. So look it up on .

I leave this book out as a reference guide for me and the kids whenever we need to look up

anything about cat breeds or cat care, of which this book has plenty of both contained in it. Beautiful

photos!

This book gave me all the facts that i needed to know about adopting a cat, cat breeds, cat care,

and cat health. this book is worth the money! (age 10)

They have a nice verity of breeds shown, and good pictures of each breed. They spend most of

their space describing cats colors, looks, and show requirements, but I found IF your lucky, maybe

one short line of personality traits on how they blend with a family or other cats, or dogs. Was some

what disappointed about that!

This book has lovely photos, explains the various cat breeds, and it great for a cat lover. I bought it

as a gift and the quality is nice.
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